Research to Practice
Lesson Plan Starter

Using Direct Instruction of Main Idea to Teach Reading
Comprehension
Objective: To teach students a reading comprehension strategy
Setting and Materials:
Settings: Middle school special education resources classrooms in small groups with 6-8
students
Materials:



Grade-level and reading-level appropriate passages and questions for main idea
Prompt card for cuing main idea (see appendix A)

Content Taught
Direct instruction of main idea has been defined as explicit, teacher-mediated
instruction that can effectively promote main idea comprehension (Jitendra et al., 2000)
that aims to increase student self-regulation during strategy transfer. Across eight
lessons, students are supported through explicit instruction, teacher modeling, guided
practice with corrective feedback, and independent practice.

Teaching Procedures







Lesson 1: students are taught to generate main idea sentences by applying the
general rule, “name the person and tell the main thing they did”
 use model, lead test
 refer to the cue card throughout all lessons
Lesson 2: students are guided in generating group names and classifying actions
with the general rule, “name the group and the main thing the group did”
 provide corrective and specific feedback
 provide additional modeling/think aloud as needed
Lesson 3: students independently practice with by reading passages then
answered multiple choice questions to select the main idea of the passage
Lesson 4: students independently practice with passages that contained
distractors (sentences that do not pertain to the main idea) and then answered
multiple choice questions to select the main idea of the passage



Lesson 5 - 8: provide students with guided and independent practice with
selecting or generating the main idea of passages that described where, why,
and when something occurred, and how something looked or was done
 Break down concepts across lessons with opportunities for
corrective feedback
Evaluation

Data collection during independence (multiple choice answer sheet) reflecting student
mastery with selecting the main idea at 80% or better at various stages across the
lesson.
In Lessons 5-8 student understanding of main idea is best pinpointed (determine
student understanding of main idea in terms of specific questions related to where,
why, and when something occurred, and how something looked or was done).
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Appendix A: Prompt card for cueing main idea

